LaSala, Ryan. Be Dazzled
When Raffy is forced to partner with Luca, he will
have to juggle unresolved feelings for the boy who
broke his heart, and his own intense self-doubt,
to get everything he has ever wanted: choosing
his art, his way.
TEEN REALISTIC LASALA

Russo, Meredith. If I Was Your Girl
Amanda only wants to fit in at her new school, but
she is keeping a big secret, so when she falls for
Grant, she finds herself yearning to share with him
everything about herself, including her previous life
as Andrew.
TEEN REALISTIC RUSSO

Lee, Mackenzi. Loki: Where Mischief Lies
After a series of magically induced murders plagues
London, genderfluid Loki goes to help and prove to
his family that he can be trusted.
TEEN FANTASY LEE

Sproul, Lindsay. We Were Promised Spotlights
Hopuonk, MA, 1999. People think Taylor is living the
dream: homecoming queen and on every boy's wish
list. But she is actually desperate to leave home and
completely in love with her best friend, Susan.
TEEN REALISTIC SPROUL

Lo, Malinda. Last Night at the Telegraph Club
1954 is not a safe place for two girls to fall in love,
especially not in Chinatown. With deportation
looming over her father, Lily and Kath risk
everything to let their love see the light of day.
TEEN REALISTIC LO

Steele, Hamish. Deadendia
A trans teen and his friends are in Dead End, a theme
park haunted house that serves as the portal to hell!
TEEN GRAPHIC STEELE

Nakamura, Asumiko. Classmates
An overachiever and his tutor start a romance.
TEEN MANGA CLASS

Tameki, Mariko. Laura Dean Keeps Breaking Up
With Me
Laura Dean is Frederica's dream girl. Only problem
is that Laura Dean may not be the greatest girlfriend.
TEEN GRAPHIC TAMEKI

Oseman, Alice. Heartstopper
Boy meets boy. Boys become friends.
Boys fall in love.
TEEN GRAPHIC OSEMAN
Pacat, C.S. Fence
The clashes, rivalries, and romances of the fencing
team at a private boys school.
TEEN GRAPHIC PACAT
Peters, Julie Ann. Luna
Regan’s life has always revolved around keeping
her older brother transsexuality a secret, but now
he plans to tell his family and friends he is a girl
born in a boy’s body.
TEEN REALISTIC PETERS
Rosen, Lev AC. Camp
At Camp Outland, a camp for LGBTQ teens, Del’s
plan to have Hudson fall in love with him works,
but both are hiding their true selves.
TEEN REALISTIC ROSEN
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Thomas, Aiden. Cemetery Boys
Yadriel, a trans boy determined to prove his gender
to his traditional Latinz family, summons a ghost
who refuses to leave.
TEEN RITBA 2021 THOMAS
Tyndall, Nita. Who I Was With Her
Corinne finds it hard to be herself. She hides from
her alcoholic mother and her clueless father. And
she hides from the truth that she's bisexual. When
her secret girlfriend of a year dies suddenly, Corinne
struggles with her grief. Can she learn to be honest
with the people in her life-- starting with herself?
TEEN REALISTIC TYNDALL
Venable, Colleen A.F. Kiss Number 8
Amanda can't figure out what's so exciting about
kissing. All of her seven kisses have been horrible in
different ways, but nothing compared to the
awfulness that followed Kiss Number Eight.
TEEN GRAPHIC VENABLE
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Albertalli, Becky. Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens
Agenda
Not-so-openly-gay Simon is blackmailed into
playing wingman for his classmate or else his sexual
identity...and that of his pen pal...will be revealed.
TEEN REALISTIC ALBERTALLI
Albertalli, Becky & Adam Silvera. What If It’s Us
When Arthur and Ben meet it seems like fate, but
after three attempts at dating fail they wonder if
the universe is pushing them together or apart.
TEEN REALISTIC ALBERTALLI
Black, Holly. The Darkest Part of the Forest
When a boy with horns on his head & pointed ears
awakes after generations of sleep, it causes Hazel
to be swept up in new love and to make a secret
sacrifice to the faerie king.
TEEN FANTASY BLACK
Block, Francesca Lia. Weetzie Bat
Follow the wild adventures of Weetzie Bat and her
Los Angeles friends, Dirk, Duck, and My-SecretAgent-Lover.
TEEN REALISTIC BLOCK
Chbosky, Stephen. Perks of Being a Wallflow
Charlie, a freshman in high school, explores the
dilemmas of growing through a collection of letters
he sends to an unknown receiver.
TEEN REALISTIC CHBOSKY

Cherry, Alison. Look Both Ways
A girl apprentices at a summer theater festival
hoping she’s finally found a place to belong only
to learn that neither talent nor love is as
straightforward as she thinks.
TEEN REALISTIC CHERRY
Clark, Kristin. Freakboy
Brendan, a wrestler, struggles to come to terms
with his place on the transgender spectrum while
Vanessa, the girl he loves, and Angel, a transgender
acquaintance, try to help.
TEEN REALISTIC CLARK

Clark, Lillian. Immoral Code
The loyal friend of a deadbeat billionaire’s abandoned
daughter plot to hack into her dad’s company and steal
back her tuition money.
TEEN MYSTERY CLARK
Deaver, Mason. I Wish You All the Best
Thrown out of their home for being nonbinary, Ben
struggles with an anxiety disorder and senior year
while bonding with a new friend.
TEEN REALISTIC DEAVER
Dunbar, Helene. We Are Lost and Found
In 1983, Michael tries to forget about his father’s anger,
the pressure of school, and the threat of AIDS by
escaping to gay bars.
TEEN REALISTIC DUNBAR
Emezi, Akwaeke. Pet
There are no monsters anymore. Then transgirl Jam
meets Pet, a creature who emerges from one of her
mother’s paintings. Pet has come to hunt monsters.
TEEN FANTASY EMEZI
Garden, Nancy. Annie on My Mind
Liza puts aside her feelings for Annie after the disaster
at school, but eventually she allows love to triumph
over the ignorance of people.
TEEN REALISTIC GARDEN
Garvin, Jeff. Symptoms of Being Human
A gender-fluid teenager who struggles with identity
creates a blog on the topic that goes viral, and faces
ridicule at the hands of fellow students
TEEN REALISTIC GARVIN
Geohart, Donna. Lily and Dunkin
Lily, born Timothy, knows she is a girl and starts to dress
that way when a new neighbor becomes enamored with
her beautiful eyes.
TEEN REALISTIC GEPHART
Goslee, SJ. How (not) to Ask a Boy to the Prom
When his sister encourages him to ask someone to the
prom, Nolen ends up dating a guy who used to bully him.
TEEN REALISTIC GOSLEE

Green, John. Will Grayson, Will Grayson
When two teens, one gay one straight, meet accidentally and discover that they have the same name,
their lives become intertwined as one begins dating
the other's best friend, who produces a play revealing his relationship with them both.
TEEN REALISTIC GREEN
Herman, Christine Lynn. The Devouring Gray
Four teenagers have the power to protect their
town from a monster, but only if their families’
secrets don’t destroy them first.
TEEN PARANORMAL HERMAN
Jackson, Kosoko. Yesterday is History
After a liver transplant, Andre suddenly becomes a
time traveler, but is his soulmate Michael, who lives
in 1969, or Blake, his donor's brother, who is training
him in 2021?
TEEN SCI-FI JACKSON
Konigsberg, Bill. The Music of What Happens
A popular teen and a poetic boy with a troubled
family fall in love with more than just cooking while
working together on a food truck.
TEEN REALISTIC KONIGSBERG
Konigsberg, Bill. Out of the Pocket
As Bobby, quarterback of his high school football
team, finally acknowledges to himself that he is gay,
events start to spin out of control when his sexual
orientation is revealed in the student newspaper and
then in the local press, and he learns that his father
has cancer.
TEEN REALISTIC KONIGSBERG
Knowles, Johanna. See You at Harry’s
Fern feels invisible in her family. Sarah is grumpy.
Holden is struggling with bullies and his
homosexuality, and 3-year-old Charlie is adorable.
When tragedy strikes, the fragile bond holding them
together is stretched almost to the breaking point.
TEEN REALISTIC KNOWLES

